SUGGESTED RESOURCES

Stations
of the Cross

The Stations of the Cross (also known as the
Way of the Cross) is a traditional devotion in
honour of the life, death and resurrection of
Jesus. In a sense, the Stations form a minipilgrimage leading us through the events of
the final hours of Jesus’ life on earth.

Praying the Stations of the Cross is not
intended to lead people to dwell on Jesus’
suffering but instead is a renewal of baptism,
leading us down into the grave with Christ so
as to rise with him and encourage a renewed
way of living with love and openness to all.
Numerous versions of the Stations of the
Cross are available for parishes to pray. From
devotions that focus on the scriptures to
those that reflect on issues such as poverty or
sexual abuse in the church. Some have been
developed with particular groups in mind,
including children, youth, women or the
elderly.
Importantly, when selecting a devotion,
keep in mind the types of people who may be
present. Choose images carefully so as not
to cause undue distress to those who may be
present. Be particularly aware of vulnerable
adults and children.
Some recommendations are listed here:

by Fr Anthony Kelly
Way of the Cross by Fr Anthony Kelly

for Our Times

Stations of the Cross for Our Times were devised a
number of years ago by Kildare and Leighlin Diocese Faith
Development Services Team at the request of the Vicars
Forane of the diocese.
Having been in popular use across the diocese for a number
of years, they were published in booklet form in 2014. The
result is an 18 page publication, with graphics and an easy
to use, participative lay out. Each station follows a similar
format and takes up one page in the booklet.
These stations can be used individually or by a group.
The sung response given at the end of each Station is taken
from the well-known spiritual song ‘Were You There’.
Website: https://www.kandle.ie/stations-cross-times-2012/

with Pope Francis

Praying the Stations with Pope Francis

Pope Francis is calling the whole church, including
himself, to live more simply, to be in greater solidarity
with the poor, and to have a renewed encounter with
Christ. As we walk with Jesus to the Cross, Pope Francis leads us
to reflect deeply on our call to imitate him with our lives. These
are the traditional Stations in their traditional setting. But here
you will find a stirring approach to living the Paschal Mystery
and here you will experience the wondrous power of the Spirit to
touch your heart.
Available for purchase from the ‘Pastoral Center’, USA or
Garratt Publishing.

A contemporary and prayerful Stations of the Cross.
Available on the Redemptorists website and to download as a pdf.

https://www.cssr.org.au/pray_with_us/dsp-default.cfm?loadref=263

Catholic Education
Catholic Education Archdiocese of Melbourne
incl. Scriptural Stations of the Cross
Produced by Catholic Education Melbourne
(Prayer Video and pdf download)
http://www.resourcemelb.catholic.edu.au/object.cfm?o=196
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for Families
Family Discussion:

Family Discussion:

because someone we love has died. Help us to
remember you are always with us and that the
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person we have lost is with you.
https://www.bbcatholic.org.au/parish-community/
Jesus rises from the dead.
Jesus’ tomb is empty, Jesus is alive!
13
Reflection:
marriage-and-family/supporting-our-families
THE THIRTEENTH STATION
Jesus is taken down from the cross.
Jesus’ mother and friends gently care for his body.
Reflection:
We all know people who are very sad, have lost a
family member or close friend or a loved one.
They have feelings of being alone, afraid, abandoned
and can be angry with life and God.
Remember a time when someone did something good
for you when you were feeling sad.
Family Discussion:
Give thanks for the people who have encouraged and
supported you. As a family make a conscious choice
to do something helpful for others such as actively
supporting a local or international charity or community
group. Make it an enjoyable time for your children.
Emphasize the importance of keeping commitments.
Prayer: Sometimes it is risky to step out and help
people who are in need. Jesus, I am willing to be a
risk-taker and help others. Mary, mother of Jesus
help us to care for others and show them our love
and compassion.

In most churches we see 14 Stations of the Cross on
the walls. In recent times we have been encouraged to
add a 15th Station to complete The Way of the Cross
with a celebration of Jesus’ rising to new life.
It is important to take time to thank God for your life,
for the good things you have been able to do, for the
people in your life, and for the good things that people
have done for you. When you get up in the morning or
when you go to bed at night, do you say “Thanks” to
God for your life and for the wonderful things you can
see, hear, feel, taste, and smell?
Jesus taught us that there is life after death and that
he is always with us.
Family Discussion:
Thank God for giving us life and each other.
What could your family do to celebrate that Jesus
loves us and is with us? For example, attend Easter
Mass and school celebrations.
Prayer: Dear Jesus, help us to be always thankful
for our families and to know that you live in our
hearts and in the hearts of those we meet.

Versions of the Stations of the Cross are
also available with a particular focus such
as for children, youth, seniors, woman and
social justice concerns.
These are available through publishers such as
Liguori Publications and Garratt Publishing.
Some appropriate choices are listed below:
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THE FOuRTEENTH STATION

Jesus is laid out in the tomb.
Jesus’ body is wrapped in clothes and placed in the
tomb.
Reflection:
There are times in our lives when we become
discouraged and things seem hopeless and have not
worked out the way we thought. Problems with family,
friends in school and work can make us unhappy. It
can be helpful to share our problems with others.

Concluding Reflection
Pope Francis has encouraged us to follow Christ on
the way of the cross; he says this means, “sharing his
merciful love, entering into his great work of mercy for
each person and for all mankind. And this forgiveness
passes through the cross”. (Sunday Angelus, St Peters Square, 8 September 2013)
It is hoped that praying The Way of the Cross will help
your family to follow Christ and to understand his message of a forgiving and sustaining love for all.
1/2014 - This is part of a series of handouts on Nurturing Faith in
Family published by the Parish Support Unit, Diocese of Broken Bay.
For further information please contact Janette Davidson, Diocesan
Coordinator Family Life Ministries janette.davidson@dbb.org.au

Nurturing Faith in Families Series

The Stations of the Cross (The Way of the Cross)

for Families
General Reflection
We are all born into a family, as Jesus was. We grow up in a family, as Jesus did. Whether we live alone or
with several generations, we all live most of our lives in the context of family relationships, as Jesus did. The
Stations of the Cross (The Way of the Cross) is an enduring devotion which provides an opportunity for families
to reflect on how each of ‘The Stations’ can be applied to our daily lives. Many families cannot make it to
Church for scheduled times for The Stations, they can however have a great impact on us by visiting a Church
for a private family saying of The Stations or when they are said at home as a family. With young children they
can be coupled with night time prayers and reflected on over several nights progressively. The most important
element of this devotion is the effect it can have on our daily lives and how it can change our hearts.
What The Stations record were not moments of failure for Jesus or the people involved in His passion and
death. They were moments of great courage, compassion and hope. The reflections focus on key moments
in our lives. Some occur daily. They present an opportunity for family conversation around important life and
relationship issues. Hopefully, this journey of faith will help us to experience courage, compassion and hope
in our own ‘Way of the Cross’.
Please feel free to adapt the reflections, discussions and prayers to suit your particular family situations.
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THE FIRST STATION

THE SECOND STATION

Jesus is sentenced to death.
Jesus was accused of many crimes he did not commit.
Reflection:
How do you feel when someone blames you for something you didn’t do?
Share a time when you were misunderstood or when
you misjudged someone else. How did you deal with
the situation?
There are times in our lives when it is easier to go
along with the crowd, even though we know it is wrong.
It takes real courage to stand up for what is right.
Family discussion:
Try not to join in criticizing and judging others. Have
the courage to stand up for those being picked on
(or alert an adult) and offer friendship to unpopular
children at school/in groups.
Prayer: Dear Jesus, help me to have the courage
to try to do what is right even when I am being
criticized. Help me to be kind to others, even when
it is not the popular thing to do.

Jesus takes the cross.
Jesus carried the heavy cross without complaining.
Reflection:
What crosses/burdens/struggles are weighing on you
individually and as a family?
All families have worries and concerns at times. There
are no perfect families. Sometimes we too feel tired
and weak (and can be cross and upset), because we
have some problems that are worrying us.
Family discussion:
Be honest with children about your struggles and
encourage them to do the same. Sharing a worry sets
up an important sharing of worries for the future. Help
them to learn from these experiences.
Prayer: Dear Jesus, as a family we pray that we
may receive the strength to carry our crosses and
our difficulties whatever they may be.

for Youth

World Youth Day provides an opportunity for young
people across the globe to pray this devotion. These
are appropriate for all ages:
Krakow 2016: http://archive.krakow2016.com/en/
way-of-the-cross.html

Panama 2019: https://s3.panama2019.pa/home/
download/PDF/oracion-EN.pdf (see page 27 of the
prayer book)

for Children

Stations of the Cross for Children is available from Liguori Publications.
The 14 Stations of the Cross are colourful and organised for young children to
easily follow along, with a prayer written just for them and a leader portion to help
children understand the meaning of each station. The double-sided, trifold prayer
card is sturdy enough to be used year after year.
Loyola Press has adapted the stations for children with text from Loyola Kids Book
of Everyday Prayers.
Choose from either an online presentation or printed format.
Available from:
https://www.loyolapress.com/our-catholic-faith/liturgical-year/lent/stations-of-thecross/multimedia-stations-of-the-cross-for-children
A simple version of the Stations of the Cross for Children are available to download
from The Kids Bulletin
https://thekidsbulletin.com/stations-of-the-cross/
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for Seniors

A Way of the Cross for Seniors by
Dennis H. Ference. Set in large print, this
compassionate and inspiring pamphlet
offers seniors a Way of the Cross to help
them relate the later stages of life to
Christ’s journey to Calvary.
http://www.liguori.org/a-way-of-thecross-for-seniors.html

